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7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned
copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher.
Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1921 edition. Excerpt: . . . center
depends upon entertainment profits for its support or not,
there is often occasion for giving a social function for the
indirect purpose of accumulating a sum of money. Always
popular in the country is the box social, at which boxes of
dainties prepared by the women and girls are auctioned off to
the men and boys and are sold at fixed prices. The names of
the original owners are concealed inside. When the boxes are
opened the purchasers find the owners and each sits down to
supper with his partner. There is the parcel auction, to which
many parcels of various sorts are brought, containing
anything from a pound of salt to an old coat. Cake and candy
sales, movies and entertainment with an admission fee, and an
outdoor circus with human animals and with side shows in
charge of various committees are...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. O die Mur phy II--  Mr s. O die Mur phy II

A brand new eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am happy
to let you know that this is the greatest ebook i have go through within my very own daily life and can be he best book
for at any time.
-- Lea nne Cr em in-- Lea nne Cr em in
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